Self-steering partially coherent vector beams.
We introduce a class of self-steering partially coherent vector optical beams with the aid of a generalized complex Gaussian representation. We show that such partially coherent vector beams have mobile guiding centers of their intensity and polarization state distributions on the beam free space propagation that could be employed to generate far-field polarization arrays. Further, we introduce theoretically and realize experimentally a class of vector beams with inhomogeneous statistical and nontrivial far-field angular distributions, which we term cylindrically correlated partially coherent (CCPC) vector beams. We find that such novel beams possess, in general, cylindrically polarized, far-field patterns of an adjustable degree of polarization. The steering control of the intensity and polarization of the self-steering CCPC vector beam is also demonstrated in experiment. Our findings can find important applications, such as trapping of neutral microparticles and excitation of novel surface waves.